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Poets are damned...but see with the eyes of angels.
—Allen Ginsberg
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Emergency Room Chaplain
Jane “The Rev” Wenninger

The gaunt patient lay propped three quarters upright
His daughter standing beside and beyond the foot of his bed
Gentleness accompanied them 

“What brought you here?” I whispered

“Awful   Cannot    breathe  
God give me 
breath    or take it   away
 I don’t 
 Want 
 To hang 
 Here 
 In the middle”

“Would you like me to pray with you?” 
“Yes”
“Are you Christian?” 

“No    Ma’am      Hindu.”
“I don’t understand Hindu ways
Would you like to lead? ”

“Yes     Ma’am”     He stretched out his hand for me to hold
His daughter filled the circle
With an engaging smile she locked hands
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He used no words  
We breathed together 
We breathed together 
 In unison 
 Rhythmically 
 Peacefully 
 Deeply
 Repeatedly

Christ light filled his room
As intense 
 Glistening 
 Living 
 Holy 
 Healing
 Crystal mist

I left in awe.
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Saigon - June 11, 1963
Carolyn Adams

The day is cloudy.
Traffic is halted.
A monk sits in the intersection
between his faith and his country.

Gasoline soaks his skin, his clothing.
But some drops remain on the surface,
their duty to fulfill.

A jostling crowd,
restless, incredulous.
And the rows of saffron robes,
bowing.
Then, the kiss of the match.

It starts as a flash
blooming on the forehead,
then flowing past the temples’ columns.

A single word echoes in his mind,
and his soul grows still.

Next, along the neck’s curve
like a river, to drape the chest,
paint each arm 
to the fingertips.
Lingering there.

This is only now.
And now is an illusion.

A bolt of light unfurls
down the belly, the groin, the thighs.
Finally in the feet,
consuming the arches
that never touch the ground.

This is not the end.
This is a prayer
that will not die.
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Street painting
Vimeesh Maniyur

Did you ever look into a street painting?

We are not different, you know
Uniting the Siva with his half
Bringing the calf for Krishna

People come and watch
Throwing coins through our open bellies
And the next moment, we assure
It will be just a hand of city’s dust with a small colour
Not say sorry, we expect very little.

Very little
Four or five pieces of chalk, varying colour,
A candle, a place….

Some says nothing new
 God, Goddess……
We Ravi Varmas of the road and dust.

Eternity never ruins in our dreams
 Know we are something material.
Next day, next town.
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Wings of Sand
Dustin Pickering

Stop and think,
with a spirit clouding overhead.
Why should I worship
the dream?
The machine keeps running,
the authorities relax their smoke and mirrors.
The cigar and the tower.
The mirror we drown our faces in.

No one will read this poem.

It won’t get into your head.
So fly into an alcove with wings of sand.

The Hunchback
Dustin Pickering

A hunchback brings me flowers
Don’t let go of the hours
of his embrace.

His stare clings
to my heart,
leaving deep impressions—
Images are hidden
in his confessions.

The ugliness of this reprobate
I cannot contemplate
Because, in a way, I am Him.
His innocent shadow grows dim.
I see flowers reflected in His eyes.
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Red Sky
Strider Marcus Jones

i forgot to put my image in a photograph.
it was walking with a crowd inside a dream;
humming songs, that once turned on a phonograph
who have left this herd, unseen-
to its shadows of indifference
and coats pulled-to in self defence,
searching for omnipotence-
red sky too intense.

do i stay, or go now?
work it out for me?
what is left to grow now?
to make, and be?

black doors in the distance,
let in specific light,
while opposites of resistance
limbo in twilight-

like wicks without matches,
living in opaque eyed hatches
and wired stone-
drawing heavy bolts and nervous latches
for pawn heroes, in cold dispatches,
now splinters of bone,
not coming home.
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Waiting Rooms
Rick Nightmare

For my years of drudgery
For the family I raised and the promises I kept
Here is my waiting room
For the home I built from small to big
And the laughter we made inside its walls 
Here is my waiting room 
In the frailty of first born hours
And the tragedy of broken hearts
For the food left on my plate
And the miles spent at the wheel 
Here is my waiting room
Out beyond the hasty planting 
Past the stench of unclean lives 
Hidden from inspection 
Bereft of dignity and pride
There are waiting rooms 
We look with eyes of lions shunned from the pride 
Abandoned to the raptors will
The floors contain our lasting thoughts
Swept into a bag then killed 
Out beyond the frosted panes 
Ignored, the corpse alive, broke down 
Petrified, a heart betrayed 
"We'll come back soon" the last goodbye
Out beyond the chain link fence 
That keeps in all and keeps out few 
A failing sight with spirit fades
Replay the glory of young days
A black silk veil descends upon my last inhale 
I'm Jonah swallowed by the whale
Here was my waiting room 
The bed is changed 
The floor is buffed 
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The frosted pane is wiped in haste
All seems safe 
The new arrival left to live as I had lived one day
The frosted view, a budget end 
An out of sight and mind millstone inside
The waiting room the days they’ll spend
It meant everything that I once earned 
It means nothing now I'm in this urn.
A lone voice asks "Is he remembered?"
This waiting room where all thought's ended.

To the Tuskegee Doctors
David E. Cowen

To which Hippocrates
did you swear your placebo oath;
injecting the sugared water
into the veins of the darkened martyrs;
their dying eyes affixed in trust
on those bright stars and bold stripes;
as a fair haired clerk 
files away your useless data.

I bathe in the thick, black mud,
to hide the shame
of the color of my skin.
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From Gatsby's Abandoned Children
Jeremiah Walton

There will be time to rest when you die
A price cannot be put on the scars of a life well led 
Living measured in bits of paper is not Living 

I thought I was honest and easy
but I've learned there is no such thing.

It never comes easy
it never comes easy
something wrinkles in the bone 
another knife to pull out throat
another scream through blunders of sweat 

the graves are not worth filling 
use my ashes to paint a picture 

Grab the knife grab the knife 
pull it out pull it out 
repeat.
Breathing is a circle's sharpest corners
Mornings I feel like killing myself 
I laugh and say,
"You don't want to kill yourself." 
Discard the knife out the window
Alleys and roads 
offices and nursing homes
desks and needles
all filled with knives.  

Knives are not a detergent,
blood is.
Flesh fertilizes the ancient talking 
mausoleum of your body
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burrow deep within the soul 
and pull forth spring from the lattice 
90 degrees of your head

Find what you love
and cut yourself open.

Jesus Christ, fuck the metaphor
Go live what Freedom truly means.  
Find someone you Love
be ready to take a bullet 
Stop reading motivational quotes
and be ready to lose some teeth.

This is an I Love You 
from Gatsby's murderer. 

This is for you.

Love, Gatsby's Abandoned Children
Dreamers 
Poets 
Strippers
Painters 
Messiahs 
Rainbow Children
Traveling Kids
Those with hearts shaped like fists 

From the bum who throws the only couple dollars he has in 
another beggars cup.
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Better Than Shakespeare
henry 7. reneau, jr. 

The simplest main part, 
the status quo, 
in which everyone exists, 
                                           isn’t made for us all to succeed. 
Some say 
it will burn out & add up 
to nothing. Some say 
it's just a bunch of conservatives 
who may get just what they deserve.

We funnel our reaching 
through mouths intoxicated 
by rules & 
ritual: The strategy announced by President Obama involves 
air-strikes and training, advising and equipping local forces to 
battle the militants. A vertigo 
of almost falling, 
into the self-serving reign of words, 
in lines that deem aggression an art form,
that which eventually 
numbs our new hopelessness,
proselytizing us to a history spun 
topsy-turvy in an era of crisis, 
                                           by definition, 
an era of feigned freedom.

We should desire not security,
a grinding machine grazing, 
beholden to 
the living throat of unspoken words, 
in fear of fear, 
for that is when people will be destroyed. 
Or perhaps: people dragged away 
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from their homes. 
Or maybe: 
people vanished in their place. 

                                      Their choosing not to see 
what their eyes have come to deny. They 
leak through sometimes, 
from another dimension, as apostles 
who grit their teeth 
in simultaneity, & then, they devour.  

They believe 
                            not in words, 
but in words in scrolling lines, 
in the interest 
of national security as sincere as a lie,
they slink back into denial, a turtle apprehension 
in their shell.

The world beneath their consciousness 
a mirror
cracked darkly: implies velocity, 
a power station 
droning fluctuation of locust. The winged eye 
dreaming again its menagerie of illusion. Dust-
laden cobwebs that haunt a nicotine-stained 
ceiling; anxiety 
leaks through sometimes: deep dark, cigarettes & 
dirty words
a Morse code dot & dash, power-lined 
community of crows
under a steel gray lurking sky, the moist taint 
of humidity, an atmosphere-
like detergent-scented clothes dryer exhaust. 

How darkness turns on a sound-bite,
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                                  poised 
as the coiled intent 
of yellow-eyed wolves. Air-like a prayer to blind faith, 
the crushing 
gravity of broken shoes 
abandoned beneath a clover-leafed interchange:
swallowing light & 
devouring the moon—the want of everything 
pulled into the Big Box parking lot
of nothing— 
the deepest suffering you can imagine, 
what happens when you can’t feel what there is there. 
The suffering that is in your nature.
Induced. Imposed.
Asked for. The side of town 
                          everybody tells you to stay away from.

i  ≤ me + mine ÷ they (them)
henry 7. reneau, jr. 

it was us.
it was us all along.
the they 
we labeled them.
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Ninety Nine Percent in Tents
Strider Marcus Jones

in the compound of this room
we make our tent
with revolution's loom
knitting a firmament
that challenges corrupt times
with solemn slogans
to plutarch totems
simply marked on cardboard signs.
resistance kindles in the dark
and breathes new poetry and art
like a cultural tsunami
elites can't beat with armies.
these sincere spears
of human spheres
stand soft spoken,
peaceful, but not broken
like disciples in fabric domes
chanting social justice tomes
while Jesus circles existential
throwing speculators from the temple.
we don't need money in our tent
to make each other feel so spent-
only the sea shore, forest and mountains
to trickle streams and spurt fountains,
unlocking love when the cradle rocks
the secret rhythm of intimate clocks.
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The New Tropicana Vegas
Ken Jones

Numerologists masturbate
In Vegas' empty face
The Vig-some mafioso's jizz
America"s perfect paradise!

Where modern Roman numerals roll
Roulette balls in massive craps
Poker withn a Black Jack smack
Slot counters toll digital slaps

Disneyland for jaded wage slaves
Even has a monorail!
Bearded transients beg for beers
Peasant immigrants to toil

To serve the bloated goats of Empire
Women of a certain size
Hold fat paws pinky out
Their Spirit void glows in their eyes

As their men watch gladiator games
Boozing, betting, venting rage
Draped jerseys of their gridiron heroes
Display those devil numbers again

Let me drive to the desert's edge
Hear the city's electric hum
Lonely isotopes destroy hope
Wait for Apocalypse to come
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Occidental 
William S. Tribell

And there we all were again thinking about tomorrow 
And what we have seen and what we had done 
Yesterday, and all the days before it
And somehow it seems to me
Everyone’s living by the highways these days
So many roads and wasting time trying them all
Rut to rut all that while; wandering patiently 
Up and down each winding road
Just to get someplace full of somebody’s

 “Don’t worry about the horse, just load the wagon” 
That’s what folks say; some of them do anyway
But I think one of your gods may be trying to kill me
Submission has no dignity for man
Sovereign minds – conceptualized freedom 
Self-rule and outside interests cast away

I mean,
I respect whom or whatever it was that has given me being
My I; that self and interest past mere self-preservation
A will to be and to create – 
But my reality is between awake and dreaming, and it’s fleeting
And I may just be a product of my environment;  
Or maybe a product of my culture
Or perhaps, I am a by-product…
I don’t know

But I believe we are all travelers 
Traveling around the sun together though
And we pay as we go
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The Evening News on the Morning after the Final Solution
Bruce Boston

Lean as a severed head,
mad as a midnight runner
with hot blood upon
his face and hands,
the sentences scroll
past fort-mansions
and warrens of the dead,
past luminous cadavers
and martial bands
on slaughter parade.

In a back moment,
after the leaping
and the grinning,
after the sell songs
of corporate crusades,
the rendered hours
heel and lockstep
in a flicker-sham
of genteel articulation.

So who what when where 
how are we to listen
with a knowing care
to the raw scansion
and bald jabber
of pixel-thin lips
that smile through
plague and devastation,
of teeth that flash
the box scores
of genocidal rage,
of tongues so slick
with carnage they can
call the darkness "day?"
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Ninth Life
Rick Nightmare

Born in the wastelands under the gaze 
Of those who arose to embrace the new age
The hungry they dream of scraps from the table 
A roof and a bed a sweet whispered fable
The foragers fight for the right to survive 
With hope in their minds and hearts kept alive
On islands in traffic surviving the night 
Aspire to be nothing and your soul is a kite
Tend to the young who too soon are old 
Life is a bubble too fragile to hold
A find in the hills of what nobody needs 
Can gather a fortune discarded by greed
Close your eyes tight pretend you don’t see 
Under the carpet of humanity
The refuse a home to these disparate folk 
Whose lives disappear here like parochial smoke
Show them a world they never could see 
Lift them from black water territory
Charity gravy train rolled by today 
Onto the fields where celebrities stay
Breathe in the air that no one can breathe
Down here a chance is a god to believe
No one will look anyone in the eyes 
They live on the eighth here 
To preserve their ninth life
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Kelp - Kristi Beisecker
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Blue Bells - Kristi Beisecker
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Five Things I Need To Say
Patricia P. 

i.

Do not mistake fists for love. Do not let foreign hands touch you 
if their fingers are dirty. Do not succumb to those who wish to 
belittle you, destroy you. Fight back with bloodied knuckles and 
blistered toes. 

ii.

Officer, when a little girl says her father plays with her
a little too rough, believe her.
When your son says he has memorized
the unwanted touch of the man next door,
it's not a joke.
When someone calls 911 and says that 
someone is trying to break in,
get the fuck off your desk and go there,
regardless of who it was on the phone.

When you hear someone screaming from a basement,
screams of unadulterated fear and agony,
it is not a couple making love.

iii. 

A classmate of mine didn't show up 
to school yesterday, or today;
I think it's because she was sick
of having to endure poisonous tongues and infectious hatred
So she took all the pills she could find
and tried to cure herself.
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iv.

Your skin may bear the marks
of a beating
or the scars of harassment,
but all wounds heal,
not just with time, but with patience and love,
with courage and resilience,
with helping hands and steady support, 
with prose that understands and poetry that expresses;
Let it all seep into your wounds,
let it stitch together your unraveled mind,
let it discharge the nightmares you see at night,
let it bring hope to your heart and a smile to your lips—

v.

Let it heal you, oh please, let it heal you.
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A Night…A Life
Eloísa Pérez-Lozano

A girl belongs to a man
But only for a night
She is an accessory
To be worn at his leisure
He strokes her skin
The screen of a phone 
He does not buy
Window-shopping
He whispers empty words
A sales pitch he knows she wants to hear
His hands divide and conquer
Her naked chest
Her deepest abyss
His lips attack like the rest of him
He scrambles to cover every inch
Going everywhere at once
She’s on sale for a limited time
The moonlight his witness
He comes inside
Leaves everything with her
But leaves without her
The sun rises
So do his jeans
Shoes slipped on in silence
He vanishes
She curls into empty sheets
A broken safe sits empty
Lost treasures bring on tears.
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A woman belongs to a man
In this life and in the next
What he isn’t, she is
A reflection he sees, he needs
He caresses her skin
Like a delicate vase
Lightly tracing its intricate designs
No substitutions, exchanges, or refunds
He whispers promises
A guarantee he wants her to hear
His hands work in tandem
Her breasts supple to his touch
Exploring the small of her back and beyond
His lips take time on trails they’ve forged
Claiming them with a blazing heat
Through her labyrinth of valleys and mounds 
The moon a sideways smile in the sky
He comes inside
Leaves everything with her
And stays by her side
A new day blossoms
The soles of her feet trace the tops of his
One soul from heads to toes
She curls into him
One key made for this safe
Found treasures bring on tears.
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Chin Up, Claws Out
Hannah Moyles

i am tired of a world where
girls apologize for the area
they occupy,
and are told their most valuable possession
is the negative space 
within hollowed cheeks,
underneath full breasts,
between bowed thighs.

i see too many girls who sip from hallelujah
cupped in their hands
and sing forgiveness with sighs
that fall from their lips like
crushed petals.

i need women with wilderness written
in their starry eyes
and in the way their hair curls back
like a wolf's ear
pricked in vigilance.

women who scream, cry,
are not afraid to be loud,
demand to be heard, 
to be noticed,
tearing themselves apart
to revel in the invincibility
of their own insides.

gardens bloom within them,
blood red roses erupt from inside,
covered in thorns so no man
may touch them again
and from them no more petals
will fall.
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Eating Breakfast With a Dead Girlfriend
Meggie Royer

When her girlfriend died, my sister’s hair
started to grey prematurely. It was a car wreck,
the kind that comes without warning, wheels spinning
on slick pavement before a crash into a tree,
head on collision, the girlfriend killed instantly.
And every day after, my sister would rise at 6 am
and slice an apple, which she would leave on the table
next to a bowl of nectarines, the morning light
spilling over the tops of her breasts,
burrowing beneath her soft armpits.
She sat there naked, early lightning moving across
the sky like tongues, and waited there
for nearly an hour before getting up, dressing,
and going to work. I never understood until years later
what she was doing:
eating breakfast with the ghost of her dead girlfriend,
as if she were still there, still alive,
dark auburn hair still as smooth to the touch
as it was in life. My sister’s hand moving slowly
over the grain of the table, coming to rest
halfway to the other side, as if she were
placing it over her dead girlfriend’s hand,
resting there, the two of them entwined,
just for one more time.
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How?
Wilda Morris

How old were you
when you decided
you weren’t worth

as much as a sleeve
with a hole in the elbow? 
Who told you, breathe

light, you’re using
more than your share
of the earth’s air?

Who said, shut up!
Your jabber is as senseless
and incessant as a katydid,

your voice like fingernails
screeching across
a chalkboard.

Don’t let me hear
a sound from your mouth?
When were you first

knocked down
and knocked up,
one tooth chipped

and a rib broken?
And how, after all that,
were you able

to pick up your 
marbles and roll
to the top of the hill

sometimes singing?
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To Violet, Lain on Satin
Jane “The Rev” Wenninger

(“Little white home” is a euphemism for a child's coffin.)

Tick.  My new "home" is little and white.
Tock.   -- I never got to grow too tall.

Tick.  Tock.  
Mommy hurty!
Mommy hurty!
Mommy you hurty me, Mommy!
Mommy, you hurty.  -- too?

Tick.  My bruises are veiled in pink make-up.
Tock.  They've straightened dead bones in my arms.

Tick.  Tock.  Tick.  
Mommy, you hurty me, Mommy!
You hurty, Mommy.  
Mommy, you hurty?  
Mommy, you hurty, too.  Tock.

Get help for your hurty, Mommy,
Tick.  Tock.  Before another comes down
Tick.  To my little white home. 
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Seasons
Hannah Moyles

I know you like a rose
knows the Sun 
in the springtime of Eden.
Petals unfurling towards you
and dew dropping 
like pearls pressed against
a soft linen dress.
You have taken root
within me.

My heart bursts in
a fireworks display.
Feel the starscream 
burns sear into 
muscles and bone.
You are a smoke infused 
charcoal grill.

I can sip you as
warm apple cider.
I am used to the
prickling aftertaste
of crunching leaves.

You are powdery snow
and I hope I have left
you my footprints.

Ice melts, and spring comes again.
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Breast-giver  (a found poem)
Trish Hopkinson

Beggar-pickpocket-hooker, 
breast-giver—she creates in the 
blind alleys with chapped feet and 
large round breasts. Take your wife, 
greedy crow, unthinking bull driven by 
lust. You eat rice and stolen samosas by 
the oil lamp. Countless beings raised a hue 
and cry in deepest night. She creates as mother, 
pinched skinny even while your flies were 
fat. Her capacious bosom, a seething vat 
of milk. Her offspring, a better human 
material created by devotion, by 
mother’s will. I put flowers on 
her belly, her languid-hipped 
body, her motherhood.
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Love Who You Love
Patricia P.

The next time you see that girl,
the girl who walks a little too far off the path,
let your heart stretch wide and far—
Don't clamp onto your skirt,
don't hum along to the song on the radio
in an attempt to block out what your
heart is singing to you;
Love her, love her with all the pieces of you,
broken or stuck together
Love her with no boundaries, no existential limits
Love her with welcoming arms and dreamy eyes
Love her with your entire being, 
with power that comes straight from the core of your very essence.
Love her until it hurts, 
then love her some more.

Ignore your mother's remarks when she sees
two girls holding hands on the street—
If you imagined yourself as one of them
and liked it,
then go be them.

The next time you see that boy,
the boy who considers naivety a friend,
don't turn your cheek the other way—
Do not dive head-first into your comic books
and do not release your frustration at such confusing feelings 
unto the other team's quarterback;
Love him, love him with everything you have, 
everything within your reach
Love him with such intensity and fervor
that the mountains will whisper about 
the boy who loved so loudly
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that even the stars heard it
Love him with no fear and absolute disregard
of what the world has to say about it
Let your chest swing open 
and unleash the enormity of your love for him;
Let it reach the farthest ends of galaxies and beyond.

So when your father scoffs at the two men
who move in next door,
do not despair, do not even care—
Go outside, ring the doorbell
and congratulate them.

I beg of you,
don't be ashamed of who you love,
despite your sex and gender
and their sex and gender;
Love who you love,
but love them right.
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The Fear 
William S. Tribell

Life is fleeting 
We are here and gone again in a flash
The things we do out live us
And are how we are remembered 

I beat a drum to try and make thunder 
Tuned in and turned into the wind
Sometimes not seeing a reef awash in a calm sea 
But my four o’clock in the morning courage is hard to find these days
Unless I start early and build up to it 
Going along right or wrong like the arc of bending light
My technology has made me a bit complacent
Expecting repetition 

The wages of spin 
Motives vs actions
Love letters and hate mail
Squatting in the ruins of American expansion
I hear Bigfoot is living among the ruins of Detroit these days
A potter’s field or monument grand
From the earth and back again 
Life is fleeting and gone again in a flash

I beat a drum and try to make thunder
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My Answering Machine Still Remembers the Sound of Your 
Last Breath
Meggie Royer

The day you called to say you were going to kill yourself,
I was in the kitchen doing dishes and couldn’t be bothered
to pick up the phone. Years later, it still rings in my mind.
Every time I turn on a lamp twenty more moths die,
singed to death by currents of electricity; every step I take
crushes another insect underfoot. When your mother
took 9 months to make you, the inside walls of her womb
were already covered in your suicide notes.
Before birth, you were already practicing your farewells
when you tapped out goodbye along the umbilical cord,
a kind of Braille for which your fingernails
had not even developed yet.
The price we pay for love is never the monetary value
we thought we’d agreed upon. My new mother-in-law
says she’s glad you cleared the way for my husband,
as if your demise were some kind of ritual sacrifice.
In the dreams of my childhood, the mulberry tree
that lined the streets of my California home tips over
and spills all its berries; they stain my fingers like ink.
I climb its branches and the wasp nest that hangs there
like a lantern explodes into brilliant light.
The owl living in the hole of its trunk dies on impact
with the muddy ground.
I was still the bringer of death, even as a child.
At night I lie awake in bed while my husband sleeps,
palms in my lap, practicing how to pick up a phone in the dark,
as if the next call I answer will be enough
to bring you back.
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Homecoming
Eloísa Pérez-Lozano

Brandon scans his face painted red in the mirror,
and runs his fingers through raven-colored hair.
(Girls aren’t the only ones who care about looking good.)
He tugs down his football jersey and turns to leave
but stops when he hears short bursts of crying 
bouncing off the white walls and floors.

He pauses for a second, 
stretches out time as he thinks:
I’ll be late for 2nd period,
I’ll miss talking to Vanessa…and my friends…
But mainly, Vanessa…
But as his feet turn to take him back,
his heart and conscience tug him the other way.

Time to get unstuck:
“Are you all right?” he calls,
hoping for a cursory “Fine,”
the password needed for him to disengage,
to go back to his world, his classes, his crush.

Silence. A few deep breaths.
He steps slowly towards the last stall,
following up by obligation due to lack of affirmation.

Brandon hears a whimper as he approaches,
his Converse shoes smacking as he walks.
He pauses in front of the bright orange door.
“Hey, you all right?”

Silence.
He glances down and sees 
three fresh drops of blood,
a color too deep to be paint,
screaming against white tile.
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Worried and a little curious,
he pushes the door away from him
into the stall
to reveal a trembling old friend.

He gasps at the left eye, 
swollen and grotesque,
barely an open slit, 
barely taking in the image of his horror
as blood gently rolls 
from an open gash on the cheek below.

The tough reliable football player shrinks away,
as the kind boy floats to the surface, a drowned child
the one who deep down still likes building and inventing things,
but knows he shouldn’t show that side of himself on the field,
not out of shame, but out of a need to survive.

“Tommy?” he calls out, his voice high and wavering 
as his breath shakes the last vowel as it falls out of his mouth.

Cowering in the corner, his childhood neighbor says nothing
as he looks down with embarrassed eyes.
Brandon takes in all of him:
the matted, bloody hair
the broken glasses on the floor,
the stained and crumpled shirt.

How can there be such a gulf between them now?
There were no secrets six years ago,
nothing to keep inside, nothing to hide during
days of playing Xbox and making model airplanes
blurred together by too-high boy laughter.

Tommy looks up, his lip quivering.
Brandon reaches out a hand,
and all the years melt away,
as one young man holds up another
and they head down the hallway,
looking for help with halting steps.
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Trudge  
Wilda Morris

I first spot Trudge
standing alone, head down,
at the stop sign on King Arthur
and Falconridge Way.
The cuffs of his black jeans
fall loosely against dirty tennis shoes.
His heavy backpack obscures
the words on his tee-shirt back.
An approaching car honks;
the driver signals him to cross.
He does so, head still hanging. 
Other children came in pairs 
or small groups chatting, jabbing, jesting.  
but Trudge, eyes on the sidewalk,
puts one  
    slow foot
        in front 
            the other 
                all 
                    the way
to the school where bullies await him.
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Bully Society Haiku
Ken Jones

Male War on the Poor
Discriminate-racist hate
Good Spirits Riot

Jumping Jack Flash Hypothesis
Ken Jones

Atmospheric Contamination Abounds
Ozone Depletion and Popping Sounds
Raging Fires and Massive Explosions
UV Genetic Destruction

Carmaggeddpn and Ship Apocalypse
Biosphere and Infrastructure Collapse
Corpses in Low Lying Areas
Animal Die-Off and Genetic Chimeras

Unusual Vehicular Accidents
Neurological Damage and Land Subsidence
Possible Topplers and Zombie Files
After all this, won't you gve me a smile?

Permafrost Methane and Hydrogen Sulfide stink
Into Extinction's Hole we sink
The Hour is later than we think
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Beatitude of the Lost Keys (December 26, 2004)
David E. Cowen

“I am so blessed,” she said
walking into the coffee room
blue spandex pants bulging
under a red lace smock;
silver and turquoise on each finger.
So the others all stopped to look at her

(the children watch the horizon dry
giddy at the treasures revealed;
they race onto the exposed rippled sand
to find conch struggling in the lost surf)

“I could not find my keys this morning,” she went on
sitting in a metal chair,
a large cup of Coke sweating onto her fingers,
her necklaces of lusterless pearls  
and layers of gold links and bangles
bouncing on her blouse,
“I looked and looked everywhere;
thought I was going to be late to work.”

(the old ones run to the former edge and yell
but they are ignored
the small heads searching in jocosity 
opening shells for hints of nacre)

“and so I prayed,” she said, “for the Lord to help me
find those damned keys,”
unmoved by the ennui
of her companions,
“and there they were in my pocket from yesterday;
and I said Praise the Lord, and here I am.” 
Unsatisfied at the response, she leaves the room,
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the jangle of her jewelry 
carrying her presence down the hall. 

(the sea rises to meet its guests,
driftwood children in black water,
kindling homes in the waves;
then recedes from the barren shore)

She rankles and crumbles the note,
left on her monitor later in the day,
fuming at the gall:

(“Blessed are the finders of keys,
for surely they are the favored of the gods”)
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Arbitrary Night in the University Lab
Bruce Boston

The fluorescents are dimmed
in their overhead fixtures.
The light that they cast is a shade.
     
In the straw of their cages
the white mice are sleeping.
Like children six to a bed.
     
Three cats are awake.
with their nocturnal natures.
No motion for their eyes to stalk.
     
The two-headed dog is dreaming 
(1) of sunlight and frisbees,
(2) of snocones and frolics in hay.
     
Hard to believe
that in less than an hour
fluorescents will flicker to bright.
     
Day will come crashing.
Electrodes attaching.
Terror that is very refined.
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How to wrap a gun…
Mara Buck

Make sure to include all available ammunition, accessories, 
heavy metal of all kinds; toss in a can of gun oil or two.
Ribbons, holiday paper to individual taste.
Gather a pailfull of rocks; granite is optimum.
Acquire coffin, hopefully sans occupant, but, if occupied, move 
body gently over and insert gun, rocks, ammunition et al.
Buy mortar mix, cement (at your convenient big box store) pre-
pare according to instructions.
Fill all empty spaces in coffin with cement.
Winch up coffin, now phenomenally heavy, into u-haul, pickup, 
etc—perhaps even hearse if available.
Drive to nearest large body of water.
Reverse winching process.
Deposit and watch sink to eternity.
Repeat, as often as necessary…
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With This Hammer and Nails
David S. Pointer 

After the advertisers,
financial elite and CIA
operatives finished sanitizing
and demilitarizing poetry they
turned it over to the English
professors who elevated the
language and drew in the
perimeters on what would
be called ‘literature,’ creating
an inhumanly constructed system
where they would take poetry
away from the average people
while keeping all the major awards
and corporate welfare grants for
themselves while getting paid for
their career silence avoiding issues
that would offend the economic
paymasters leaving the remnants
of a system similar to giving classical
musicians all the money, accolades
and full time teaching/writing jobs
while starving out the rockers, blues-
men and country types musicians in
the form of small press poetry.

-Dedicated to Ed Guest in Memoriam 
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Beat the balls outta yourself
Jeremiah Walton

Beat the balls outta yourself
Make things work work things WORK 
Blue eyes feelin like blue balls
9-5-9-59-95-599955995 
Moon rocks and dead roses for lunch
Drag flesh walking stick like busted up hang overs
Constant emotionally bouncing
retarded rubber ball 
electric shock therapy for soul 
absence should warm the heart
remember remember 
what was once there
remember remember
spring is ugly 
forgetting forgetting
smoke another snake 
forgetting forgetting
FORGOTTEN 
stupid fingers can't 
grasp muse's cigar
so I grasp my cigarette 
singe crust off my eye lids
and resume looking to blank tv screen of the future.

It was nice while there was color.

It was nice before comparison were painted with gray brush 
strokes of an angry tongue.
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Biographies

Carolyn Adams - Carolyn Adams' poetry and art have appeared 
in Caveat Lector, Trajectory, San Pedro River Review, Clare 
Literary Journal, and Common Ground Review, among others. 
She has edited and co-edited the poetry publications Curbside 
Review, Lily Literary Review, Ardent, and Mad Hatter's Review. 
Her chapbooks are Beautiful Strangers (Lily Press, 2006), What 
Do You See? (Right Hand Pointing, 2007), and An Ocean of 
Names (Red Shoe Press, 2011). She has also been nominated for 
a Pushcart Prize, and was a finalist for the post of 2013 Houston 
Poet Laureate.

Bruce Boston - Bruce Boston is the author of more than fifty 
books and chapbooks, including the novels The Guardener’s 
Tale and Stained Glass Rain. His writing has appeared in hun-
dreds of publications, most visibly in Asimov’s SF, Amazing 
Stories, Realms of Fantasy, Weird Tales, Pedestal, Strange 
Horizons, Daily Science Fiction, Year’s Best Fantasy and Hor-
ror and the Nebula Awards Showcase. Boston has received the 
Bram Stoker Award, a Pushcart Prize, the Asimov's Readers' 
Award, the Rhysling Award, and the Grand Master Award of the 
SFPA. For more information, visit  http://www.bruceboston.com

Mara Buck - Mara Buck writes and paints in the Maine woods. 
She has won awards or been short-listed by the Faulkner Soci-
ety, the Hackney Awards, Carpe Articulum, Maravillosa, with 
work in Drunken Boat, Huffington Post, Crack the Spine, Apoc-
rypha and Abstractions, Carpe Articulum, Living Waters, Orion, 
Pithead Chapel, Poems For Haiti, The Lake, and others.

David E. Cowen – D.E. Cowen. A trial attorney by trade and 
author of a volume of poetry entitled Sixth and Adams (PW 
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Press 2001). David lives in Houston, Texas with his wife Su-
san and his two sons. He practices law in the historical city of 
Galveston, Texas which has inspired much of his poetry and 
photography. His poems have been published in various online 
journals (such as Eclectica, The Bri-dge, Gumball Poetry, The 
Cynic, Cosmic Debris, Wired Hearts and others),  as well as 
hard copy journals published by George Mason University, Uni-
versity of Texas at Edinburg (formerly Pan American Universi-
ty), Stephen F. Austin University, Sam Houston State University 
and many privately published journals, in the U.S. and abroad, 
as well. His poetry was featured in the Canadian Broadcasting 
Company’s radio program “Outfront” in a 2005 tribute on 9/11. 
His most recent poetry publications include poems placed in 
“Dark Portal” (UH Downtown), Harbinger Asylum and the Aus-
tin International Poetry Festival Anthology (2014).

Trish Hopkinson - Trish Hopkinson loves words and digs 
poetry slams. Her mother tells everyone that she was born with 
a pen in her hand. She has been published in several journals, 
including The Found Poetry Review, Chagrin River Review, and 
Touchstones, the latter in which she won second place for poetry 
twice. She recently received awards in the Utah Arts Festival’s 
IronPen competition and from the League of Utah Writers for 
her poetry anthology, Emissions. She is a project manager by 
profession and resides in Utah with her handsome husband and 
two outstanding children.

Ken Jones – Ken Jones is a poet and musician. Learn more at 
www.PoetKen.com

Strider Marcus Jones –  is a poet, law graduate and ex civil 
servant from England with deep Celtic roots in Ireland and 
Wales. A member of The Poetry Society, his five published 
books of poetry are modern, traditional, mythical, sometimes 
erotic, surreal and metaphysical.
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Vimeesh Maniyur – Vimeesh Maniyur is an established bi-
lingual poet, novelist and translator from kerala, in India. He 
has two volumes of poetry and a children’s novel in his credit. 
He has also penned stories and dramas.  He has bagged for 
many prestigious awards such as Culcutta Malayali Samajam 
Endownment, Madras Kerala Samajam, Muttathu Varkki Katha 
Puraskaram etc. for young writers in kerala.

Wilda Morris – Wilda Morris, a two-time Pushcart nominee 
and widely published poet, retired after having served as co-
ordinator for Shalom Education, a not-for-profit organization 
that provided workshops and curriculum on peace and justice 
issues. For a number of years she also co-facilitated interracial 
dialogue. Wilda’s book, Stop the Violence: Educating Ourselves 
to Protect our Youth was published by Judson Press. RWG Press 
published her book, Szechwan Shrimp and Fortune Cookies: 
Poems from a Chinese Restaurant. Each month, Wilda Morris’s 
Poetry Challenge at http://wildamorris.blogspot.com/ provides a 
prompt and contest for other poets.

Hannah Moyles – Hannah Moyles is currently a sophomore 
at Duke University where she is pursuing a double major in 
Women’s Studies and English with a minor in Creative Writing. 
She is the 2014 recipient of the T. Welby Tyler, Jr. Award for 
Creative Writing for her poetry collection “The Nature of Us”. 
She will be travelling to Copenhagen where she will continue 
to study creative writing. Her poetry is politically aware and a 
reflection of the social issues that are close to her heart.

Rick Nightmare – I have been writing for about 20 years now 
in different forms but horror is my genre. I have written web 
copy, lyrics, blogs, poetry and short stories with moderate suc-
cess. My lyrics I write for my band, Instar as I am the singer and 
from that comes a passion for poetry, particularly addressing 
subject mater with a social conscience. Currently, I am writing a 
book and an anthology of dark verse.
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Patricia P. - Patricia hails from the Philippines. She spends 
most of her time writing nonsensical poetry and unfinished 
prose. You can contact and find more of her work at 
pennilesspoet.tumblr.com

Eloísa Pérez-Lozano - Eloísa Pérez-Lozano grew up bilingual 
and bicultural in Houston, Texas, where she currently resides. 
She graduated from Iowa State University with her M.S. in 
journalism and mass communication and her B.S. in psychol-
ogy. She is long-distance member of the Latino Writers Col-
lective in Kansas City and her poetry has been featured in The 
Bayou Review, Illya’s Honey, and the Johnson County Library’s 
2014 Poem-a-Day Program. She was selected to be a Juried 
Poet during the 2014 Houston Poetry Fest.

Dustin Pickering – Dustin D. Pickering is founder of Transcen-
dent Zero Press, a Houston-based poetry publishing company. 
The press prints Harbinger Asylum, a quarterly literary and 
arts journal. He has been published in The Beatest State in the 
Union, The Muse for Women anthology, Houston and Gnomadic 
Voices, di-verse-city 2013, and other fine publications. He is 
published online at Dead Snakes, Blind Vigil Revue, and Writ-
ers on the Rio Grande. He enjoys cultivating a sense of respect 
for proper authority and enlightened criticism of the abuse of 
power. He likes challenging norms because, in his opinion, 
there shouldn’t be “norms.” You may find his publishing press 
at www.transcendentzeropress.org, co-owned with Z. M. Wise. 
He was also a Special Guest Poet at Austin International Poetry 
Festival in 2013.

David S. Pointer - David S. Pointer has been publishing under-
ground social justice poetry for twenty five years. Recent work 
included in “Yellow Medicine Review,” and “Proud to Be 3: 
Writings by American Warriors.” David serves on the advisory 
panel at “Writing for Peace.”
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henry 7 reneau jr. – writes words in fire to wake the world 
ablaze: free verse illuminated by courage that empathizes with 
all the awful moments, launching a freight train warning that 
blazes from the heart, like a chambered bullet exploding inad-
vertently. now,  runantellyomamaboutdat!!

Meggie Royer – Meggie Royer is a writer and photographer 
from the Midwest who mainly writes about survival, healing, 
and love. Her work has been published in Words Dance Maga-
zine, Winter Tangerine Review, Hooligan Magazine, and more. 
In March 2013, her writing portfolio won a National Silver 
Medal in the 2013 National Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, 
and her poetry collection won a National Gold Medal.

William S. Tribell – oversexed ne'er–do–well; starving artist 
type with erratic sleep patterns and a penchant for travel and 
aimless wandering. William has contributed to journals and 
magazines around the world. His favorite color is green, he 
thinks sushi is great, and he has done his part for Post-It art.

Jane “The Rev” Wenninger – The Rev’s writing has appeared 
in over twenty publications ranging from local to international.  
She and Ronald Wenninger have been married for more than 
half a century and have four children.  As an ordained minister 
in the United Church of Christ, she wrote and preached over 
forty sermons a year and has done healing and other ministry 
in Presbyterian USA and other denominations and served as a 
hospital chaplain.  She taught English and other skills to dis-
placed homemakers at Quinsigamond Community College in 
Worcester Massachusetts. Her historical chapbook, Do Much 
Honour: The Story of Belmont Home, was published by The 
Belmont Home Community Association, and she self-published 
Haiti: Enjoy the People Help Them Thrive.  She also won first 
place in the Kathleen Downey Short Fiction Contest.  Publica-
tions which included her work are too numerous to mention 
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here but they include Harbinger Asylum, From One Sphere to 
Another,  Catholic Digest, Crafts ‘n Things, Disciples Journal, 
The Marlborough Enterprise, Sharing - a Journal of Christian 
Healing, Women Unlimited, Worcester Telegram, Scribes & 
Scribblers, Springfield Journal, Southbridge Evening News, 
The New Leader and about a dozen others.  The Rev turned to 
poetry for the pleasure of mingling with poets and writers and 
enjoys the opportunities poetry brings to explore twists, turns, 
humor and the depth of being thoughtful, spiritual, feeling and 
funny human beings.
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 Weasel Press is a new independent publisher still 
figuring things out in the literary world. We’re dedicated in 
seeking quality writers and helping them get a voice in an 
already loud world. We’re a little rusty at the moment since 
things are still under construction, but we hope to build a 
great reputation! 

 Our first publication was Vagabonds: Anthology of 
the Mad Ones, a literary magazine that is still printing and 
still growing. From there we’ve grown into a few other 
titles. This past year we’ve released two issues of Vaga-
bonds, partnered with Mind Steady Productions to bring 
an electric issue of Open Mind, and dove into the darker 
world with The Haunted Traveler. We’ve got a lot of plans 
for the near future, so stick around and watch us grow into 
something awesome!

Email: systmaticwzl@gmail.com
http://www.weaselpress.com

http://www.facebook.com/weaselpress
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